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Syntax and Accentuation of the German Verbal Complex 

INTRODUeTION 

This paper discusses a Gerrnan grammar for PROS-3, a program that is used to 
derive sentence prosody from syntax in a multi-linual text-to-speech system. The 
program, as it is described in Dirksen and Quené (in press), implements a 
version of focus-accent theory (e.g. Gussenhoven 1984, Baart 1987). A 
deterministic syntactic parser uses a context-free grammar to assign a 
hierarchical syntactic representation to an input string. Next, this syntactic 
representation is mapped onto a binary-branching roetrical tree, foliowed by 
focus-assignment. The roetrical tree serves to predict locations for sentence 
accent and intonational phrase boundaries. 

Thus far PROS-3 has mainly been used for syntax-to-prosody mapping in Dutch. 
But it is of course a serious challenge to find out how PROS-3 handles other 
languages. Indeed, Dirksen (1992) claims that focus-accent theory, as it is 
implemented in the prosody module of PROS-3, is language independent. That 
is, there is no need to make any changes in the prosody module to let it process 
languages other than Dutch. The only PROS-3 modules that have to be changed 
in order to deal with other languages are the lexicon and the grammar. 

This paper discusses the development of a German grammar and lexicon for 
PROS-3. The German grammar is based on the existing Dutch grammar. Noun 
phrases, prepositional phrases, adjectival phrases and adverbial phrases are 
treated in exactly the same way in the Gerrnan grammar as in the Dutch 
grammar. The two grammars use different rules to parse verb phrases, which is 
where Dutch and German differ quite radically. That is, for these languages the 
ordering of the verbs is completely different. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 discusses focus-accent theory, as it 
is implemented in PROS-3. Section 2 dicusses generative grammar, which has 
been the main souree of inspiration for the analysis of the German verbal 
complex. Section 3 discusses the syntax-to-prosody mapping of the Gerrnan 
verbal complex, incorporating some of the ideas developed in sections 1 and 2. 
Next, in section 4 a PROS-3 grammar is presented for the analysis of the 
Gerrnan verbal complex. Finally in section 5 some unresolved questions are 
presented that suggest directions for further research. 
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Syntax and Accentuation of the German Verbal Complex 

1 FOCUS-ACCENT THEORY 

In this section, the mechanism of translating syntactic information derived by the 
deterministic parser into a corresponding metrical tree is explained. Por the 
purpose of explanation, the following small grammar fragment is used: 

s --> (NP/VP) NB --> (AP/NB) 
NB --> N 

VP --> (V/NP) 
VP --> V AP --> A 

NP --> (Det/NB) 

In the PROS-3 notation, if two ( or more) elements combine to form a larger 
phrase, then (X/Y) or (Y\X) indicates that Y is an argument of X. Normally, an 
element Y is called an argument of an element X if X is subcategorized for Y 
(i.e X designates an argument slot for Y in its lexica! frame). As a general rule 
arguments attract accent. (l) 

The grammar rules above suffice to parse a simple sentence such as (1). 

(1) The mansawa beautiful dog 

The syntactic tree assigned to (1), is shown in figure 1 below. 

s 

NP VP 

~ ~ 
Det NB V NP 

~ 
Det NB 

--------N AP N 

I 
A 
I 

The man saw a beautiful dog 

Figure 1. Syntactic representation for sentence (1) 

The corresponding metrical tree is derived as follows. Arguments are labelled 
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"s(trong)"; non-arguments are labelled ''w(eak)". If a node is labelled "s" this 
means that it shares accent with the immediately dominating node; the label ''w" 
indicates absence of accent shadng. The metdeal tree is shown in figure 2. 

Root 

w 8 

-------------- --------------w 8 w 8 

--------------w 8 

--------------w 8 

The man 8aw a beautiful dog 

Figure 2. Metrical tree for sentence (1) 

Although the metrical tree characterizes relative prominenee of nodes with 
respect to pitch accent - relative prominenee is evaluated by just counting the 
number of strong nodes on a path that leads form a terminal node to the root; a 
terminal node is judged more prominent than any other terminal node if the 
path contains more strong nodes (e.g. in figure 2 dog is more prominent than 
man) -, it does not indicate which nodes are accented. Here, the notion "focus" 
must be introduced. Focus is a semantic/pragmatic notion: if information 
expressed by a phrase is considered important or prominent by the speaker, then 
this phrase is said to be in focus. In a strictly syntactic approach, focus must be 
modelled independently. For this reason, a PROS-3 grammar lists phrasal 
categodes that are eligible for focus - as a general rule, all major phrasal 
categodes are eligible for focus. This information is used by the so-called focus 
rule (Dirksen and Quené, in press) to assign sen te nee accent. 

Focus Rule 

For each node X, if X is eligible for focus, then, unless X bas been 
deaccented, X is accented. 

Accent is defined in a recursive fashion by the following rule (Dirksen and 
Quené, in press): 

3 
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Accent Rule 

For each node X, X is accented if: 

a) X is marked +F, or 

b) X is strong and the node immediately dominating X is accented. 

Figure 3 shows the result of applying both the focus rule and the accent rule to 
the roetrical tree of figure 2. First, assuming that S, NP and AP are eligible for 
focus, these syntactic categories are accented by the application of the focus rule 
(i.e. the nodes are marked + F). Notice that by convention, if a weak node is 
marked + F, the label "w" is left out. Also strong nodes are never marked + F. 
Instead, the + F feature always appears on the first dominating weak node or 
the root node, thus marking the upper bound of what is called the focus set. The 
focus set is the set of all nodes selected by the above rules for a certain accent. 
Second, by recursively applying the accent rule - the reenrsion stops when the 
first part of the accent rule applies -, three locations for sentence accent for the 
original input sentence (1) are derived, as is indicated by the boxes in figure 3. 

+F 

---------------w s 

+F 

8 

---------------w 8 

---------------w s 

------------+ F s 

The j manj saw 

Figure 3. Distribution of accent for sentence (1) 

As stated in the focus rule, every node that is eligible for focus is accented 
unless the node bas been deaccented. Wh ether or not a node is deaccented ( or, 
in fact, the information that is expressed by the node), depends on the distinction 
between "given" and "new" information as it can be made in an ungoing 
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discourse. A node is deaccented if it expresses "given" information (e.g. 
Hirschberg (1990)). Function words, such as articles, preposition and pronouns 
are also often deaccented (e.g. Hirschberg 1990)). 

As the distinction between "given" and "new" information cannot (yet) be made 
by PROS-3, function words are specified in the PROS-3 lexicon as deaccented. 
Deaccented words that appear in argument positions (i.e. are labelled strong), 
trigger a rule called Default Accent (Baart, 1987), that reverses the weak-strong 
labelling, as is illustrated in figure 4 with the pronoun it in argument position. 
For a better understanding of deaccenting figure 4 should be compared to 
figures 2, and 3. 

The it 

Figure 4. Distribution of accent for The man saw it 

Also, certain me trical configurations can cause rhythmic deaccenting ( cf. 
Dirksen, 1992). 

As a consequence of the fact that in the current implementation only function 
words are applicants for deaccenting, the distribution of sentence accents 
predicted by PROS-3 normally corresponds to a (more or less) neutral reading 
for a sentence. For example, the sentences (2a) and (2b) will treated as identical 
with respect to sentence accents (i.e. with an accent on book). A contrastive 
reading, as shown in (3), will not be assigned. 

(2) a. he gave him a BOOK 

b. he gave him that BOOK 

(3) he GAVE him that book 
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2 GENERATIVE GRAMMAR 

The analysis of the verbal complex in German, developed in section 3 and 4 
below, is based on ideas that originate from the theory of transformational 
generative grammar (henceforth, TGG). For this reason, this section briefly 
introduces some of its main principles. For more extensive discussion of TGG, 
see Chomsky (1981), Chomsky (1985), Van Riemsdijk and WilHams (1986) and 
references cited there. 

At the heart of TGG, is the so-called Revised T-model, shown in figure 5. 

Figure 5. 

X-bar phrase 
structure rules 

D-Structure 

Moveo~ 
S-Structure 

Phonological 
form 

Lexicon 

Log i cal 
form 

Revised T -model by Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) 

In the revised T-model the lexicon specifies inherent properties of lexical items. 
In particular, it determines what is often called the e-marking properties of 
lexica! items that serve as heads of syntactic constructions. For example, the verb 
hit bas the property of assigning an internat thematic role ( e-role) to the category 
for which it is subcategorized (i.e. the direct object) and an extemal e-role to 
the subject, as shown in ( 4 ). 

(4) 

Extern Intern 
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Such lexical information, is used by X-bar phrase structure rules to generate 
D-Structures (Deep Structures). The X-bar scheme proposed by Chomsky (1970) 
(bere presented as (S)) is a generalisation over all possible phrase structure 
rul es. 

(S) a. XP--> (Specx) XB 

b. XB -- > X yp• (X, Y = N, V, A, P, I and C) 

c. XP--> YP XP 

d. XB --> YP XB 

First, in (Sa) it is said that the phrasal category XP (i.e. the maximal projection 
of the head X) consists of the phrasal category XB preceded by an optional 
specifier. Second, in (Sb) it is expressed that the phrasal category XB (i.e. the 
projection of the head X) dominates the head X and an arbitrary number of 
complement phrases YP. The ordering of head and complement(s) is not fixed, 
in fact it is given by the head parameter. In English as in (S), according the head 
parameter the head is foliowed by its complement(s); in Dutch and Oerman the 
parameter stipulates that only the verbal head is preceded by its complement(s). 
Third, in (Sc) and (Sd) it is stated that in adjunction with optional modifier 
phrases the X-bar level of a phrasal category is not affected. Notice that, lexical 
heads are never subcategorized for modifier phrases, so these are always 
optional. 

The notion head, which is central to X-bar theory, is important because it 
expresses the idea that the head node shares some fundamental properties with 
the phrasal category containing it. Thus, for example, boys is the head of the 
noun phrase the big boys, and since it is a plural noun, the whole noun phrase is 
a plural noun phrase. 

D-Structures are thought of as representations in configurational terms of the 
grammatica! functions (subject, object, etc; henceforth GFs) that are associated 
with e-roles. At D-Structure GFs are related with specific GF-positions. Using 
X-bar phrase structure rules (S), subject is defined as a noun phrase immediately 
dominated by XP (the subject of a sentence is in fact defined as Speci); object of 
is defined as a noun phrase immediately dominated by XB. It is important to 
stress that, of the GF-positions all and only those that are assigned e-roles 
( e-positions) are lexically filled at D-Structure, namely, with elements bearing 
these e-roles. 

Also, at D-Structure it is possible to make the distinction between external and 
internal arguments of a lexical head. Any e-marked complement located within 
the maximal projection XP of a lexical head X assigining this e-role is regarded 
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as an internat argument with respect to this head X. In TGG there exists only 
one extemal argument, namely, the subject of a sentence that is assigned the 
external e-role by the (main) verb. With verb substituted for lexica! head, the 
distinction between internal and external arguments at D-Structure is illustrated 
in (6). 

(6) 

lP --------Ext. IB ----------1 VP ---VB 
_____-r---_ 

V Int. Int. 

9-role 

D-Structure representations are mapped on S-Structure ( Surface Structure) 
representations by transformational rules of the general form Move a. The 
application of these rules is constrained by conditons on well-formed S-Structure 
representations. Among these constraints, the ( e- )Projection Principle is the most 
important. Informally, this says that any thematic relation that holds at 
D-Structure should also hold at S-Structure. Like D-Structures S-Structures can 
be thought of as representations in configurational terms of GFs. There is, 
however, an important difference between D- and S-Structure. At S-Structure an 
element hearing a e-role may appear in a position to which has been assigned 
no e-role (a non-e-position). The difference can be explained in terms of Move 
a, i.e. the only type of transformational rule allowed in TGG; as a result of 
applying Move a to an element hearing a e-role, this element should be moved 
to a non-e-position. Furthermore, every well-formed S-Structure should satisfy 
the condition imposed by the Case Filter. The Case Filter demands that any 
overt NP should bear Case at S-Structure. In a TGG framework the following 
structural Case-assignment relations exist (7): 

(7) Case-assignment 

Environment 

[V---] 
[--- Tense VP] 
[P ---] 

Case 

accusative 
nominative 
accusative 
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In order to illustrate the proposals made by TGG, some examples of deriving D
and S-Structure representations are given. Consider an active sentence, like (Sa), 
and a passive sentence, like (Sb): 

(S) a. John hits the dog 
b. The dog was hit by J ohn 

First of all, for both sentence (Sa) and (Sb) a D-Structure is generated. Using 
the lexica! information for the verb hit (2) and X-bar phrase rules (5), the 
D-Structure for (Sa) looks like figure 6 and the D-Structure for (Sb) looks like 
figure 7. 

lP -----NP m -----I VP ---VB -----V NP 

Case 
,............................................. ··:.;.. 

John 12) hits the dog 
~ ~ 
~---------···-············· -- --···-·-···················-···········-: : .................................................... ~ 

Figure 6. 

External 9-role Intemal 9-role 

D-Structure for sentence (Sa) 

lP ------J?i m 
~ 

1: Internal e-role by V 
2: InterDal e-role by P 

---------VP pp 

I p~ 
VB -----V NP 

I I 
J?i hit the dog by Jobn 

'······················-~---······················j : 
:. .................................. : 

2 

Figure 7. D-Structure for sentence (Sb) 
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As can be seen from the D-Structures for (Sa) and (Sb), there are two important 
features that distinguish the passive construction from the active construction. 
First, the passive participle does not assign an extemal e-role to the subject 
position (according to passive morphology the participle bas lost its ability to 
ascribe an extemal e-role ), whereas the active verb does assign the extemal role 
to the subject position. Notice that, in the passive sentence (Sb), the former 
extemal argument John is now realized as an optional by-phrase (i.e. PP-adjunct 
to VP) where it directly receives its e-role from the lexical head P. Second, the 
passive participle cannot ascribe ( accusative) Case to an NP in direct object posi
tion (once again as a result of passive morphology), while the active verb should 
ascribe Case to an NP in direct object position. 

The information contained in these D-Structure representations is now used to 
generate the S-Structure representations for both (Sa) and (Sb). Starting with the 
D-Structure in figure 6 the S-Structure for the active sentence (Sa) can easily be 
derived. All thematic relations that hold at D-Structure can be preserved at 
S-Structure if the S-Structure is an exact copy of the underlying D-Structure. As 
can be seen in figure S, the S-Structure for sentence (Sa), there is no violation of 
the Case Filter. In subject position, the NP John is assigned nominative Case by 
the Case-marker Tense; in object position the NP the dog is assigned accusative 
Case by the verb hit. 

lP 1: Nominaitve Cue 
---- 2: Accuaative Caee 

NP m ----I VP ---VB ----V NP 

1 2 
··-·-··------····-··-·-·······-·-····-······ ... , 
: ... 

John Tense hits the dog 
t .................................................................... !l-................................................ 1' 

External e-role lnternal e-role 

Figure 8. S-Structure for sentence (Sa) 

Deriving the S-Structure for the passive sentence (Sb) is a bit more complicated. 
The S-Structure in figure 9 is formed from the corresponding D-Structure in 
figure 7 by application of the rule Move a, which moves the dog from the 
D-Structure object position (a e-position) to the non-e-position of the 
S-Structure subject, leaving a trace "et coindexed with its antecedent "NP/' by 
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convention. This pair ([NPi the dog], eJ constitutes a chain. The chain is assigned 
the direct e-role by virtue of the fact that one of its memhers (namely the trace) 
occupies a e-position. 

The application of the rule Move a is triggered by a violation of the Case Filter: 
the overt NP in direct object position laclcs (accusative) Case. In order to fulfil 
the requirement of the Case-filter the NP must be moved to subject position 
where it is assigned nominative Case by the tensed auxiliary verb was. 

lP -------NP. m 
1 

1: lntemal 8-role by V 
2: lntemal 8-role by P 
3: Nominative Case 
4: Accuaative Case 

VP ------VP pp 

I p~ 
VB -------

4 
················--·-····--------·· 3 T-··········-~---········-r 

the d'og ~as hit "'ei 

"" 

..... 
John 

! ! 
L------------------------~~~--! ________________________________ 1 """ · ................... ~ ................ ! 

Figure 9. S-Structure for sentence (Sb) 
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3 SYNTAX AND SENTENCE ACCENTVATION OF THE GERMAN 
VERBAL COMPLEX 

In this section the principles of focus-accent theory (section 1) and TGG (section 
2) are combined to derive sentence accent for German sentences with complex 
verbal structures. 

3.1 SOME GENERAL REMARKS ON VERBS IN AN SOV-LANGUAGE 
LIKE GERMAN 

Every sentential phrase (i.e. declarative main sentence, embedded sentence, and 
infinitival) is projected from the matrix verb of the sentence. This particular verb 
makes up the structure and the meaning of the sentence by determining the type 
and number of complements that will occur. 

Apart from the matrix verb, every declarative main sentence and every finite 
embedded sentence include a finite verb. If there is only one verb involved in 
constructing these types of sentences the matrix verb will be finite. This is 
illustrated by the following German examples (9-11 ). 

(9) Der Mann kauft sich ein Buch. 

(10) leb sehe den Rund 

(11) ... wenn der Mann sich einen Rund kauft. 

When a sentential phrase consists of more than one verb, matrix verb and finite 
verb are not identical; the verbs are part of larger construction called the verbal 
complex. The verbal complex in German can hold up to a maximum of four 
verbs, as is shown in the following examples (12-15)(2). 

(12) Der Mann bat sich ein Buch gekauft 

(13) Der Mann wird sich einen Rund kaufen wollen. 

( 14) Das Buch dürfte von der Mann gekauft worden sein. 

( 15) ... daB das Buch von der Mann gekauft worden sein dürfte. 

In the verbal complex, as in sentences with only one verb, the matrix verb is 
always a main verb. A verb is called a main verb if it can project a meaningful 
sentence independently of any other verb. Other verbs in a verbal complex are 
non-main verbs such as auxiliary, modal and modality verbs; these verbs have no 
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other function than to specify tense and to add nuance to the meaning of the 
matrix verb. 

3.2 THE ORDERING OF VERBS IN THE GERMAN VERBAL 
COMPLEX 

From generative grammar theory (e.g. Van Riemsdijk and Williams (1986)) it 
can be learned that in German, in a finite embedded sentence, the finite verb is 
always in final position (with some exceptions that are dealt with in section 3.4 
below). This is illustrated by the following examples (16)-(20). 

(16) ... daB der Mann den Brief schreibt. 

(17) ... daB der Brief geschrieben wurde. 

(18) ... daB der Brief geschrieben werden muB. 

(19) ... daB der Brief geschrieben worden sein soli. 

(20) ... daB die Frau dem Mann einen Brief schreiben zu lebren versucht. 

Further, according to generative grammar theory (e.g. Den Besten, 1982) in a 
German declarative main sentence the finite verb is always the second 
constituent ( the fini te verb is so called verb second). The ordering of the verbs in 
the declarative main sentence is derived from the same D-Structure 
representation as the ordering of the verbs in the finite embedded sentence by 
simply moving the finite verb from final (indicated by ei) to second constituent 
position. In (21)-(25) some examples are given. 

(21) Der Mann schreibti den Brief ei 

(22) Der Brief wurdei geschrieben ei. 

(23) Der Brief muBi geschrieben werden ei. 

(24) Der Brief solli geschrieben worden sein ei. 

(25) Die Frau versuchti dem Mann einen Brief schreiben zu lebren ei. 

The ordering of all non-finite verbs in sentences (16)-(25) is based on 
subcategorization information found in the lexica! entry of each separate verb. 
That is, in (16)-(25) every verbal head or its trace ei is preceded by the phrasal 
category the head is subcategorized for. In other words, with the use of some 
general rules on subcategorization and head-complement ordering, this particular 
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lexical information helps (a) to explain the ordering of the (non-)fini te verbs in 
sentences (16)-(25) and (b) to explain the distribution of the labels "s" and ''w" in 
the corresponding metrical trees. 

In order to illustrate the above some examples will be given. In the remainder of 
this subsection the derivation of the prosodie structure for sentences (16)-(20) is 
sketched. Sentences (16)-(20) are chosen because they directly reflect the 
underlying ordering of the verbs in a Oerman verbal complex. 

First, the reader is given a lexica! entry for each verb that is found in (16)-(20). 
Second, for all sentences (16)-(20) an S-Structure representation is sketched. 
Third, the corresponding metrical trees are constructed using principles of focus
accent theory. And fourth, the metrical trees are assigned focus to predict 
locations for sentence accent. 

The lexica! entries for the verbs are shown in (26) below. These entries look 
much the same as the one that is given for the verb hit in the previous section, 
except that e-roles are omitted. In this lexicon NP indicates a noun phrase; 
VP ARTP indicates a verb phrase with a participle as its head; VINFP indicates a 
verb phrase with an infinitive as its head. Indices e and i are used to make a 
distinction between internal and external verbal arguments. 

(26) [NP i schreiben] [VINFPi sollen] 

[NP e VINFPi lehren] [VINFPi versuchen] 

[VINFPi müssen] [VPP ARTPi werden] 

[VPPARTPi sein] 

With this partirolar lexica! information and some X-bar-like phrase structure 
rules the syntactic representations for sentences (16)-(20) can now be generated. 
In (27) VP is short form for VP, VFINP, VP ARTP; VB is an abbreviation of 
VB, VFINB, VP ARTB; V stands for V, VFIN, VP ART. 

(27) a. CP--> C NPe VP e. VB --> VPi V 

b. VP --> VB f. NP--> Det NB 

c. VP --> VPe VB g. NB--> N 

d. VB --> NPi V 

Note that the rules in (27) differ from the original X-bar scheme presented in 
section 2. According the X-bar scheme (27a) should look like (28). 

14 
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(28) a. CP--> Specc CB c. lP--> NP IB 

b. CB --> C lP d. IB --> I VP 

Rule (27a) is crude a generalization over all rules in (28). That is, all nodes in 
(28) that are unnecessary for prosodie analysis are excluded from (27a). With 
respect to the original X-bar scheme, all other differences that are found in (27) 
depend on a slightly different interpretation of the notions internat and extemal 
arguments that is strictly motivated by matters of prosodie analysis. This is to 
say, in order to characterize relative prominenee of arguments with respect to 
pitch accent (see section 1), the notions intemal and extemal argument are 
interpreted as shown in (29) below. 

(29) 

XP -------Extemal argument I XB __..,. 
Specifier of X -------

Intemal argument X 

+F 

w 8 ---------8 w 

As is illustrated by the syntactic representation (i.e. the tree on the left side) any 
sister to XB is considered an extemal argument or speelfier with respect to the 
head X and any sister to X is considered an intemal argument with respect to X. 
Also, in the metrical representation (i.e. the tree on the right side) it is shown 
that external arguments and specifiers are labelled weak and intemal arguments 
are labelled strong. Although in (29) arguments preeede XB and X this is not 
always the case. As stated in section 2, the left-to-right ordering of arguments 
depend on the head parameters for a particular language. 

The S-Structure representation for (16), repeated here, is shown in figure 10 
below. 

(16) ... daB der Mann einen Brief schreibt. 

15 
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VP 
I 

VB -----NP V ----Det NB 

I 
N 
I 

daB der Mann einen Brief scbreibt 

Figure 10. S-Structure for sentence (16) 

The internal NP-argument (einen Brief) of the verb schreibt, appears as an 
immedia te sister to V on the left si de of the verb ( cf. rule (27b) ). The external 
NP-argument of the verb (i.e. der Mann) is generated in the subject position of 
the embedded sentence (cf. rule (27a)). Notice that, since no movement 
operation (i.e. Move a) has applied, the S-Structure representation for (16) is 
identical with the underlying D-Structure representation (not shown). 

The S-Structure representation for (17), repeated bere, is given in figure 11 
below. 

(17) ... daB der Brief geschrieben wurde. 

CP 

c ~-----·············-··: ---- : Det NB 

I 
N 

il 

VP 
I 

VB ------VPARTP V 

I 
VPARTB ----NP VPART 

I I 
daB der Brief :. ... ei gescbrieben wurde 

Figure 11. S-Structure for sentence (18) 
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In the lexica! entry for the verb werden it is shown that the verb demands a 
(passive) participle phrase (i.e. VP ARTP) as its internal argument. In figure 11, 
this participle phrase is generated as an immediate sister to V by means of rule 
(27 c ). Because of the passive construction that is triggered by the auxiliary verb 
werden, the head of the participle phrase (i.e. geschrieben) only needs an internal 
NP-argument. At D-Structure this argument, der Brief, is made an immediate 
sister to VPART (cf. rule (27b)). At S-Structure, however, it is moved to the 
subject position of the embedded sentence by the rule Move a. In figure 11 the 
orginal D-Structure position for this specific argument is indicated by e1. 

In order to understand how a well-formed S-Structure representation is 
generated for sentences (18)-(20) - compared to the previous cases this is more 
complicated - first their D-Structure representations are produced. The 
D-Structure for (18), repeated bere, is shown in figure 12 below. 

(18) ... daB der Brief geschrieben werden muB 

CP 

C (NP) VP 
I 

VB ---------VINFP V 
I 

VINFB -------VPARTP VINF 
I 

VPARTB --------NP VPARI' 

-----------Det NB 

I ~ 
daB der Brief geschrieben werden muB 

Figure 12. D-Structure for sentence (18) 

First, according to the lexica! entry for the verb müssen this verb requires an 
infinitival verb phrase (i.e. VINFP) as its internal argument. Second, the 
infinitival verb phrase with the verbal head werden is projected in 
internal-argument position as an immediate sister to V (cf. rule (27c)). Third, in 
turn the verbal head werden needs a (passive) participle phrase as an intemal 
argument. This participle phrase headed by the participle geschrieben is 
generated in the internal-argument position of the head werden (cf. rule (27c)). 
Fourth, the only (intemal) argument that is demanded by the passive participle 
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geschrieben, the NP der Brief, is made an immediate sister to VPART (cf. (27b)). 
Note that there is no external argument projected in D-Structure subject position 
because of the passive triggered by werden. 

Although the D-Structure in figure 12 already looks like a perfectly well-formed 
S-Structure for (18), it is not. According to TGG theory (e.g. Evers 1975), a 
well-formed S-Structure for (18) can only be derived by verb-raising<3>. Verb
raising is needed to explain a number of different syntactic phenomena that 
occur both in Oerman and Dutch. Among these phenomena - that are not within 
the scope of this paper - are: gapping, nominalization, extraposition, relative clause 
shift, pp shift, elitic placement, quantifier hopping, clause negation. 

As Evers shows, verb-raising is triggered by matrix verbs that take sentential 
complements for their arguments. He also shows that verb-raising is obligatory 
for the following classes of matrix verbs: 

a. matrix verbs with a sentential object at D-Structure. The complement of 
the matrix verb is tenseless (i.e. the complement verb is non-finite) and 
the complement verb is not charaterized by 'zu '; 

b. matrix verbs with a sentential object at D-Structure. The complement of 
the matrix verb is tenseless and the complement verb is charaterized by 
'zu'; 

c. matrix verbs with a sentential subject at D-Structure. The complement of 
the matrix verb is tenseless and the complement verb is not charaterized 
by 'zu'; 

d. matrix verbs with a sentential subject at D-Structure. The complement of 
the matrix verb is tenseless and the complement verb is charaterized by 
'zu'. 

The standard analysis of the verb-raising operation is Evers (1975). In this 
analysis an embedded infinitival verb Vlnf, which preeerles an underlying 
VP-final matrix verb V matrix' is extracted from the complement clause VlnfP and 
adjoined to the matrix verb - to its left in Oerman and to its right in Dutch. In 
(30a) and (30b) a D-Structure and an S-Structure are shown, respectively before 
and after the verb-raising operation bas been carried out. 

(30a) D-Structure before verb-raising 

VBMatrix 

VInfP ----Pro VInfB 

k ----... (NP)... VInf 
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(30b) S-Structure after verb-raising 

VP 

VInfP V ---- ----Prok ~ ~ VMatm 

••• (NP)... ~_j 

As noted by Dirksen (personal communication) a PROS-3 grammar based on 
Evers's standard analysis of verb-raising makes wrong predictions for sentence 
accent with respect to deaccenting. Therefore, the verb-raising operation is 
carried out as reanalysis in a way it is proposed by Haegeman and van Riemsdijk 
(1986). Reanalysis is defined as a syntactic rule schema: 

(31) lf the representation of a sentence contains the line ... [ Y Vlnf ] ] V Matrix ] 

](
4

), and if VMatrix is a verb-raising verb, then rewrite that line as ... [ Y [v 
Vlnf V matrix ] ]. 

In (32) the application of this rule is shown, the tree above represents the D
structure befare reanalysis, and the tree below represents the S-structure after 
reanalysis with V Matrix as the head of the newly formed V auster· 

(32) Verb-raising by reanalysis 
VP 

VInfP V Matrix ----Pro VInfB 
k ----... (NP)... Vlnf 

I 
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As the reader might have noticed the empty category PROk is not present in the 
S-structure. According to Haegeman and van Riemsdijk there is no problem in 
leaving this empty category out, because it can be done without violating the 
thematic structure of the sentence (for a more elaborated discussion of the 
subject, see Haegeman and van Riemsdijk 1986). 

Returning now to the issue of deriving a well-formed S-Structure for (18) from 
the D-Structure in figure 12, two operations are carried out. First, as a 
consequence of the passive triggered by werden the internat D-Structure 
argument of the passive participle geschrieben is moved to the extemal S
Structure subject position by Move a (in figure 13 this is indicated by a dotted 
line with number 1 ). Second, reanalysis is performed on the matrix verb müssen -
müssen is a verb-raising verb according to Evers's criterion C - and the infinitival 
complement verb werden. As a consequence of reanalysis, these these two verbs 
are made sisters under the same mother node V x (recall, that the matrix verb 
müssen is the head of Vx). Notice that the mother node Vx takes the passive 
participle geschrieben for its internal argument. The S-Structure for (18) after 
both Move a and verb-raising is shown in figure 13 below. 

c 

CP 

NP. <(·············~ 

___--!--_ : 

~ NBI 

N 1 

daB der Brief 

VPARI'P 

I 
VPARTB ---

VPx 

VBx 

NP VPART 

~ gesch.riaben werden mu.B 

Figure 13. S-Structure for sentence (18) 

The D-Structure for (19), repeated bere, is shown in figure 14. 

(19) ... daB der Brief geschrieben worden sein soli. 

20 
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CP 

VP 
I 

VB 

VINFP V 
I 

VINFB ----VINFP VINF 
I 

VINFB -----VPARTP VINF 
I 

VPARTB -----NP VPART -----Det NB 

I * daB der Brief geschrieben worden sein soli 

Figure 14. D-Structure for sentence (19) 

Just like before, this D-Structure is generated by combining the phrase structure 
rules (27) with lexical information that is found in the lexical entries of the verbs 
(see (26)). 

The S-Structure for (19) is derived from the D-Structure in figure 14, by two 
different syntactic operations. First, the internal D-Structure argument of the 
passive participle geschrieben (i.e. der Brief) is moved to external S-Structure 
subject position by Move a ( once again this is indicated by a dotted line with 
number 1 ). Second, reanalysis applies on the verb-raising verb sein and its 
tenseless complement verb worden (Evers's criterion C). As a consequence of 
reanalysis, these verbs form an infinitival verbal cluster Vx. The verbal cluster 
V x is headed by the verb sein. Third, reanalysis is now performed on the verb
raising matrix verb soli and its tenseless complement verb V x (Evers's criterion 
A). The result of this operation is a verbal complex Vy, that is headed by the 
verb soli. Finally, Vy takes the passive participle geschrieben for its internal 
argument. 

The S-Structure for (19) after Move a and two subsequent verb-raising 
operations is shown in figure 15. 
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CP 

c :······················NP 

! -----! Det NB 

! I N : I 

daB lder Brief 

!1 
VBy 

Vy 

-----------
VPARI'P 

I 
VPARTB --- V x VMatm 

NP VPART ---VINF VINF 

I I 
L ........................ ei geschrieben worden sein soll 

Figure 15. S-Structure for sentence (19) 

The D-Structure for (20), repeated bere, is given in figure 16. 

(20) ... daB die Frau dem Mann einen Brief schreiben zu lebren versucht. 

C NP 

-------Det NB 

I 
NNP 

I 
daB die Frau 

CP 

Det NB 
I 

N 

I 

VINFP 

VP 
I 

VB 

VINFBx ____-----:--__ 
VINFP VINF 

I 
VINFB ------NP VINFy 

--------Det NB 
I 

N 

I 
dem Mann einen Brief schreiben zu lebren 

Figure 16. D-Structure for sentence (20) 
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The S-Structure is derived from the underlying D-Structure by reanalysis only. 
First, reanalysis applies on the verb-raising verb lehren and its infinitival 
complement verb schreiben (Evers's criterion A). The result of reanalysis on 
these verbs is the verbal complex V x with the verb lehren as its head. Second, 
reanalysis is now performed on the verb-raising verb versucht and its infinitival 
complement V x (Evers's criterion B). The resulting verbal complex Vy is headed 
by the matrix verb soli. Third, the verbal complex Vy takes the NP einen Brief 
for its internat argument and the NP dem Mann for its external argument. The 
NP die Frau (i.e. the external argument of the matrix verb versuchen) is in the 
external subject position of the sentence. 

c NP 

------Det NB 

I 
N 

I 
daB die Frau 

CP 

NP 

----------Det NB 

N 

I 

VPy 

NP 

--------Det NB 

N 

I 

VBy 

Vy 

~ 
V Matrix 

VINF VINF 

dem Mann einen Brief schreiben zu lebren versucht 

Figure 17. S-Structure for sentence (20) 

3.3 SENTENCE ACCENT IN THE GERMAN VERBAL COMPLEX 

In this subsection, the prosodie structures for (16)-(20) are constructed by 
applying the principles of focus-accent theory to the different S-Structures 
(figures 10, 11, 13, 15 and 17 of the previous subsection). First, by the labelling 
convention, every internat argument in a syntactic representation is labelled "s" 
and every external argument is labelled "w". Second, using the focus rule, major 
phrasal categones that are eligible for focus are explicitly labelled + F (recall, 
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that focus is assigned only to those major phrasal categodes that are marked 
''w"). Finally, the accent rule should apply in order to predict the distribution of 
sentence accent. The prosodie structures for (16)-(20) are shown in the metrical 
trees of figures 18-22. 

+F 

w 8 

----w 8 

s ---------8 w ----w s 

daB der I Mann I einen I Brief I schreibt 

Figure 18. Distribution of accent in the metrical tree for sentence (16) 

The metrical tree above is derived from the corresponding S-Structure (figure 
10) as follows: 

1. By the labelling convention , every intemal argument (i.e. the intemal lP
argument of the complementizer, and the internat NP-argument of the verb) 
is labelled "s"; every extemal argument(i.e. the extemal subject NP), every 
specifier (i.e.both determiners), and the complementizer are labelled ''w";<5) 

2. All remaining nodes are now labelled "s" or ''w". That is, any sister to astrong 
node is labelled "w" and any sister to a weak node is labelled "s"; 

3. By the focus rule the root (the CP-node at S-Structure) is made the focus 
domain for the whole sentence; 

4. The subject NP is made a focus domain of its own ( cf. the focus rule ); 
5. In every focus domain exactly one category is assigned accent. Thus, in the 

focus domain headed by the root, following a path over all nodes labelled "s", 
accent is assigned to Brief. Also, in the focus domain headed by the subject 
NP accent is assigned to Mann. 
In figure 17, these locations for sentence accent are indicated by boxes. 

N ote that, in a me trical tree, compared to the underlying S-Structure, empty 
nodes, and unary branches are pruned. Also in a metrical tree virtual nodes are 
introduced to make it a binary branching metrical tree. Every virtual node shares 
its syntactic category with the mother node. 
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Without any further explanation, in figures 19-22 the roetrical trees for the 
reroaining senetences ((17)-(20)) are given. These roetrical trees are derived 
froro the corresponding S-Structures in the saroe way as is summarized on the 
previous page. 

w 

+F 

s ----------+F ----w 8 

s -----8 w 

daB der jBriefjj geschriebenj wurde 

Figure 19. Distri bution of accent in the metrical tree for sentence (17) 

w 

daB 

+F 

+F -----w s 

der I Briefj 

s 

s w -----8 w 

j geschrieben j werden muB 

Figure 20. Distribution of accent in the metrical tree for sentence (18) 
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s 

s w 

------------s w 

I I 
der IBriefljgesc!uiebenlworden sein soli 

Figure 21. Distribution of accent in the metrical tree for sentence (19) 

w 

+F 

---------w 8 

+F 

+F 

---------w s 

s 

s 

8 

---------w s 

8 

w 

~ 
------------- w 
8 w 
I I 

daB die I Frau Idem I Mann I einen I Brief I schreiben zu lebren versucht 

Figure 22. Distribution of accent in the metrical tree for sentence (20) 

As is illustrated by the metrical-tree-diagrams (figures 19-22) two locations for 
sentence accent are derived for (17)-(19) and three locations for sentence accent 
for (20). In the diagrams the locations for sentence accent are indicated by 
boxes, i.e. Brief, and geschrieben for sentence (17)-(19), and Frau, Mann and 
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Brief for sentence (20). 

3.4 SOME PROBLEMS WITH VERBAL ORDERING 

In genera!, as bas been explained in the previous subsection, the ordering of 
German verbs and their arguments can be derived quite easily using some 
principles of generative grammar theory. However, there are exceptions to the 
approach sketched sofar. Sentences like (33) and (34) that do fit in this approach 
are in fact ungrammatical in German. 

(33) * 

(34) * 

daB er kommen können hätte 

daB er kommen können wollen hätte 

The problems with these sentences can be solved by inverting the grouping of 
the verbs. Haegeman and Van Riemsdijk (1986) present two separate rules to 
deal with inversion in German embedded sentences; (a) is a rule for obligatory 
inversion and (b) is a rule for optional inversion. In (35) these two rul es for 
inversion are shown. 

(35a) Obligatory inversion in Oerman 

VPa 

------------+· Va VBo 
I v· 

---------vö Vm 

(35b) Optional inversion in Oerman 

VPa VPa 

---------- ---------VBO Va --+• Va VBo 
I ···························1······--------------············· 

v·· v·· 

---------- ---------VBÖ Vm Vm VBö 

~· ~· 
---------- ---------V Vm V Vm 
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In (35a) it is stated that inversion of verbs is obligatory if: (a) the head of VP11 is 
an auxiliary verb (V8 ) and (b) the internat argument (VBC7) is branching and (c) 
the head of the internat argument is a modat verb (V m). In (35b ), beneath the 
dotted line, it is said that the inversion of verbs is optionat if: (a) the head of 
VBC7 is a modat verb and (b) the internat argument of this modat verb (VB6) is 
branching and (c) the head of VB6 is atso a modat verb. It is important to 
emphasize that, verb-inversion is effected at S-Structure after performing all 
necessary verb-raising operations. 

For sentence (33) the resutt of verb-inversion is illustrated in figures 23 and 24. 
The S-Structure for (33) that is shown in figure 23 is a resutt of a verb-raising 
operation (i.e. the verb kommen is raised). In figure 24 the finat S-Structure for 
(33) is given; this S-Structure is derived from the S-Structure in figure 23 by 
applying (35a). 

c NP 

daB er 

CP 

kommen 

VP AuDliary 
I 

VBAuDliary 

können 

Figure 23. S-Structure for sentence (33) after verb-raising 
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CP 

C NP 

VAuziliary 

daB er hätte kommen können 

Figure 24. Final S-Structure for sentence (33) after verb-inversion 

Well-formed S-Structures for sentence (34) are derived from the S-Structure in 
figure 25 by applying (35b). They are shown in figures 26 and 27. Note that 
figure 26 can also be derived by applying just (35a). 

CP 

C NP fauDliary 
VB auxiliary 

~ 
Vx Vauxiliary --------Vy VINF modal ------VINF VINF modal 

daB er kommen wollen können hätte 

Figure 25. S-Structure for sentence (34) after verb-raising 
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CP 

c NP f•uDliary 

VBauDliary 

daB er hätte kommen können wollen 

Figure 26. S-Structure for sentence (34) aller obligatory verb-inversion 

c NP 

daB er 

CP 

f•uxiliary 

VB auxiliary -----------Vauxiliary Vx 

----------VINF modal Vy ------VINF VINF modal 

hätte wollen kommen können 

Figure 27. S-Structure for sentence (34) aller optional verb-inversion 

Finally, in figure 28 and 29 it is illustrated that verb-inversion does not disturb 
the assignment of sentence accent. The roetrical tree in figure 28 is derived froro 
the S-Structure in figure 23, which is the S-Structure before obligatory 
verb-inversion. The roetrical tree in figure 29 is derived froro the S-Structure in 
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figure 24, which is the S-Structure after obligatory verb-inversion. 

+F 

w 8 

-F 8 

8 w 

I I 
daB er jkommen j können hätte 

Figure 28. Distribution of accent derived from a ill-formed S-Structure 

+F 

w 8 

-F 8 

----------- s 
w ---------

8 

I i 
daB er hätte jkommenj können 

Figure 29. Distribution of accent derived from a well-formed S-Structure 

Note that, in both metrical trees er is not accented, this is due to the fact that 
pronouns - like determiners and complementizers - are deaccented in the 
lexicon. 
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4 IMPLEMENTATION: A GERMAN GRAMMAR FOR PROS-3 

In this section an overview is given of the PROS-3 grammar rules that deal with 
most striking characteristics of the German verbal complex (the full grammar is 
shown in Appendix A). With some limitations this German grammar incorporates 
ideas discussed in sections 1, 2, and 3. Once more it should be said that the 
notions internal and external argument, as they were defined in (28) of section 3, 
are at the heart of the grammar. Furthermore, in writing this German grammar 
an attempt bas been made to find a compromise between (a) sopbistkation and 
completeness (in a formal sense) and (b) robustness and efficiency. Such a 
compromise is needed because in the PROS-3 environment the grammar is only 
used for practical purposes, viz. the prediction of sentence accents in a German 
Text-to-Speech system. 

The PROS-3 grammar needs only two rules to generate a basic German 
sentence (lP). (Here, and below, details that are irrelevant to the issue at hand, 
will be omitted. So, only those rules concerning the German verbal complex are 
given in full detail). In (36a) the basic rule fora German main sentence is given, 
and in (36b) the rule for verb-second. 

(36) a. 
b. 

lP--> (NP/(1/VP)) 
I --> VFIN 

Noun phrases are parsed with the following rules (37a-d). 

(37) a. 
b. 
c. 

d. 

NP--> (DET/NB) 
NP--> Pro 
NP--> NB 

NB--> N 

In the rul es above the abbreviation DET indicates determiner (e.g. der, die, das, 
etc.) and PRO means pronoun (e.g. er, sie, ihm, ihr, etc.). 

To deal with the analysis of the verbal complex in a German main sentence the 
following set of PROS-3 rules is used (38a-38h). 

(38) a. VP --> (NP/B) 
b. VP --> VB 

c. VB --> (NP\v-) 
d. VB --> v-
e. VB --> CP 
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f. v* --> VIW 
g. v* --> VPART 

h. v* -- > V CLUSTER 

A German embedded sentence is constructed by using rule (39). 

(39) CP --> (COMP/(NP/VFINP)) 

All rules mentioned in ( 40) deal with the verbal complex in embedded senten ces. 
Note that the rules (40f) and (40n-40q) can handle verbal complexes with 
inverted verb ordering. 

(40) a. VFINP --> (NP/VFINB) 
b. VFINP --> VFINB 

c. VFINB -- > (NP\ V_ CLUSTER) 
d. VFINB -- > (V CLUSTER) 
e. VFINB -- > (VP ART\ V CLUSTER) 
f. VFINB --> (VAUX\vMODALP) 

g. V_ CLUSTER --> (((VIW\ VRAIS*)\ VRAIS*)\ VRAIS*) 
h. V CLUSTER --> ( (VRAIS\ VRAIS*) \ VRAISj 
i. V-CLUSTER --> ((VIW\ VRAIS*)\ VRAIS*) 
j. V= CLUSTER --> (VRAIS\ VRAIS*) 
k. V CLUSTER --> (VIW\ VRAIS*) 
1. V-CLUSTER --> (VRAIS\ VFIN) 
m. V CLUSTER --> VFIN -
n. VMODALP -- > VMODALB 

o. VMODALB --> (VIW\VMODAL) 
p. VMODALB -- > (VMODALP\ VMODAL) 
q. VMODALB -- > (VMODAL/VMODALP) 

The set of rul es presented in ( 41 ), is just a set of auxiliary rul es. 

(41) a. VRAIS* --> (ZU/VRAIS) 
b. VRAIS* -- > VRAIS 

c. VIW --> (ZU/VINF) 
d. VIW -- > VINF 

In all rules VFIN indicates a finite verb, VRAIS a raising verb, VINF an 
infinitive verb, VMODAL a modal verb, and V AUX indicates an auxiliary verb. 
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5 FINAL REMARKS 

In the following an overview is given of some problems that deserve attention in 
order to improve the performance of the German grammar. 

Firstly, although the coverage of the grammar is quite reasonable there are some 
serious problems. That is, the grammar should be more specific about thematic 
relations, that are established by the lexica! heads, in order to make informed 
decisions on the distinction between arguments and adjuncts. Compare, for 
example: 

Er ist SCHNELL gewesen (SCHNELL is an argument) 

Er hat SCHNELL GEFAHREN (SCHNELL is an adjunct) 

To correctly distinguish these case, the grammar needs to incorporate some 
subcategorization information. What is needed for prosodie purposes, however, is 
not a complete subcategorization frame of the verbal head. Subcategorization 
information concerning internat arguments of the verb is probably sufleient This 
information should help to decide between rule (a) and (b): 

(a) VP --> (XP\ VB) (XP is the first argument) 

(b) VP -- > (XP /VP) (XP is either argument or adjunct) 

Following the proposals of Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (Gazdar et 
al., 1985), the required subcategorization information could be incorporated, 
both in the lexicon and the grammar, by the use of attribute-value pairs. Further 
research starts with making an inventory of probiernatie cases. In addition, 
attribute-value pairs, that suit the prosodie purposes of PROS-3 grammars, are 
defined. 

Secondly, the grammar should be extended so that it can deal with all types of 
German phrases (i.e. noun, prepositional, adjectival and adverbia! phrases). In 
other words it should be examined in what way the original Dutch grammar 
fragments should be adapted to German. The first thing to do then is to collect 
more material for a corpus of all kinds of German sentences. Additionally, this 
corpus should be parsed with the current German grammar (see Appendix A). 
And finally, the parsing results should be evaluated, both syntactically and 
prosodically, to find out in what way the grammar should further be improved. 
The process of testing, evaluating and adjusting should be repeated as often as is 
required to make the German grammar equivalent to the Dutch grammar. 

Finally, PROS-3 and the German grammar should be evaluated with unrestricted 
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text (e.g. news bulletins taken from German Video Text). A sample of 
unrestricted text that is selected from a German-Video-Text corpus should be 
presented to a panel of native German speakers. The panel decides where 
locations for sentence accents are to be expected. The same sample should be 
presented to PROS-3 in order to derive sentence accents automatically. 
Afterwards, the results of both sessions are compared. Conclusions drawn from 
the evaluation can be used to further improve the quality and performance of 
the German grammar. 
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APPENDIX A: GERMAN GRAMMAR FOR PROS-3 

In this appendix a complete version of the current German grammar for PROS-3 
is presented. Note that all major phrasal categories, that are eligible for focus 
are explicitly mentioned in the first part of the grammar. 

Rule for focus-assignment 

Focus: lP; 
CP; 
NP; 
PP; 
AdvP; 
AmP; 
AdjP; 
VP; 
VFinP; 
Top_VP. 

Ru/es for inflectional phrases 

lP: (IP>Comma\ \ \(Conj/IP)); 
(lP\\ \(Conj/IP)); 
(lP\\ \(Conj/NP)); 
(lP_\\ \Sat_); 
lP. 

lP: (NP///(1/VP)); 
(NP/ I /1); 
(XP /(NP/ /VP)); 
(XP-I I /(1/VP)); 
(XP-I I /((1/NP)\ \ VP)); 
(XP=/ I /(I/NP)). 

XP : PP; 
Top VP; 
AdvP; 
AdjP; 
CP. 

Sat : PP; 
CP. 
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1: VFin. 

Rules tor noun phrase . 
NP: (NP\\ \(Conj/NP)); 

(Det/NB); 
(Det/ AdjP); 
Pro; 
NB. 

NB: (AdjP /NB); 
(N>Comma\ \ \CP>Comma); 
(N>Comma\ \\CP); 
(N/ /CP>Comma); 
(N/ /CP); 
(N\ \PP); 
(N/PN); 
N; 
(PN/PN); 
(PN>Comma\ \ \CP>Comma); 
(PN>Comma\ \\CP); 
(PN\ \PP); 
PN. 

Rule tor complementizer phrase 

CP: (Comp/(NP/ /VFinP)); 
(Comp/(NP/ /(XP /VFinP))); 
(RelPro/VFinP). -

Rules tor verbal phrases (including all rules for the verbal complex) 

VP: (Arg I /VP); 
(Adjunct 1 /VP); 
(VP\ \AdJunct ); 
VB; 
Arg_. 

VB: (Arg_ \Cluster); 
Cluster. 
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NOTES 

(1). The notion argument will be further explained in sections 2 and 3 below. Prom this 
notion argument it will automatically follow that the subject NP (i.e the NP 
mentioned in tbe rule S --> NP/VP of the sample grammar) must belabelled weak 
in a metrical tree. 

(2). In German, according to Engel (1991), it is rather unlikely that tbe verbal complex 
consists of more than four verbs. Althougb it is possible to construct German 
sentences with five verbs in the verbal complex, tbe result is very poor as the 
following example shows. 

? Der Staubsauger hätte müssen von Pinkus benutzt werden dürfen 

(3). Por a more extensive discussion of verb-raising than the one given in tbis paper, the 
work of Evers (1975) is recommended; other important papers on the subject include 
Huybregts (1976), Bresnan, Kaplan, Peters and Zaenen (1982) and Haegeman and 
van Riemsdijk (1986). 

( 4). Por those readers who are nat familiar with the label-bracketing representation: a 
syntactic tree like (a) can also be represented by the label-bracketing structure (b). 

(a). 

(b). 

A ----B C ----D E 

[s [o EJJ 
A C 

(5). By using the rules of the orignal X-bar scheme (28) it can be shown that tbe 
complementizer takes lP for an internat argument (cf. (a) below). Consequently, in a 
metrical tree, being a sister to its own internat argument, the complementizer should 
be labelled "w". Witb tbe X-bar scheme (28) it can also be shown tbat the external 
subject NP is in fact in the specifier position of I. Accordingly, in a metrical tree, 
being an specifier of I, the subject NP should belabelled "w" (cf. (b) below). 



Arg_: PP; 
NP; 
CP; 
AdjP. 

Adjunct : PP; 
Urn; 
AdjP; 
AdvP. 

Rule tor orepositonal phrases 

PP: (PP\ \(Conj/PP)); 
(P/NP). 

Ru/es tor adjectival phrases 

AdjP:(AdjP\ \(Conj/AdjP)); 
(AmP/Adj); 
Adj. 

Ru/es tor adverbia! phrases 

AdvP: (AdvP\ \(Conj/AdvP)); 
(AmP/Adv); 
Adv. 

Ru/es tor modifier phrases 

AmP: 

Am: 

(AmP\AmB); 
AmB. 

Am· 
' 

Adv. 

Syntax and Accentuation of the German Verbal Complex 
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NOTES 

(1). The notion argument will be further explained in sections 2 and 3 below. Prom this 
notion argument it will automatically follow that the subject NP (i.e the NP 
mentioned in the rule S --> NP/VP of the sample grammar) must belabelled weak 
in a roetrical tree. 

(2). In Oerman, according to Engel (1991), it is rather unlikely that the verbal complex 
consists of more than four verbs. Although it is possible to construct Oerman 
sentences with five verbs in the verbal complex, the result is very poor as the 
following example shows. 

? Der Staubsauger hätte müssen von Pinkus benutzt werden dürfen 

(3). Por a more extensive discussion of verb-raising than the one given in this paper, the 
work of Evers (1975) is recommended; other important papers on the subject include 
Huybregts (1976), Bresnan, Kaplan, Peters and Zaenen (1982) and Haegeman and 
van Riemsdijk (1986). 

( 4). Por those readers who are not familiar with the label-bracketing representation: a 
syntactic tree like (a) can also be represented by the label-bracketing structure (b). 

(a). 

(b). 

A ------B C -----D E 

(5). By using the rules of the orignal X-bar scheme (28) it can be shown that the 
complementizer takes lP for an internat argument (cf. (a) below). Consequently, in a 
roetrical tree, being a sister to its own intemal argument, the complementizer should 
be labelled "w". With the X-bar scheme (28) it can also be shown that the extemal 
subject NP is in fact in the specifier position of I. Accordingly, in a roetrical tree, 
being an specifier of I, the subject NP should be labelled "w" ( cf. (b) below). 
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(a) 

(b) 
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CP -------(XP) CB --+ -------c lP 

lP 

~ 
NP m 
~ 
I VP 
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+F 
~ 

w 8 

~ 
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